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Introduction

To attract and retain top talent in an increasingly 
competitive landscape, it’s time to reimagine the 
entire talent journey, from hire to retire. 
That means using powerful data and smarter digital tools to  
create an engaging, efficient program for every stage of the  
process, from attracting and interviewing top candidates to 
onboarding and retaining new hires. 

Changing workforce dynamics, pressure from business leaders, 
competition for top talent, and heightened digital expectations  
are transforming the role of human resources. Today’s HR leaders  
are experts in everything from culture and diversity, to people 
analytics, team agility, and adaptability. As more companies take  
a digital-first approach, HR leaders must also become adept at  
digital workplace strategy. 

This guide provides insight into how you can empower every  
team within your company to rise above the competition to  
locate, attract, hire, and retain the best employees for high- 
impact, sustainable results.
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The laws of attraction

The competition for talent is fierce. While 
companies focus on innovation and technology, 
the talent pool for job seekers with the latest  
skills and expertise becomes smaller and smaller. 
Higher salary expectations and an increased number of openings 
means more potential candidates are turning down job offers. 
Attracting talent and winning over the competition starts with  
your employer brand image.

Seventy-five percent of potential employees consider an 
employer’s brand before filling out a job application.1 To  
attract the most qualified employees, and to best serve candidates, 
HR leaders and their companies must take deliberate steps to  
create and evangelize a dynamic employer brand.

LinkedIn’s Ultimate List of Employer Brand Statistics states that  
72 percent of recruiting leaders say employer brand has a significant 
impact on hiring in the digital age; 59 percent of these leaders plan 
to invest more in an employer brand strategy moving forward.2 
Establishing and showcasing your company’s unique culture is  
a critical part of this strategy.
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Culture is key

The best potential candidates are more than smart, savvy, and 
experienced. They are a strong fit for the culture of your company.  
HR leaders who ensure a consistently dynamic brand personality 
across every candidate touchpoint will:

• accelerate candidate pipeline growth

• shorten the time to fill roles

• land top-tier talent

Thirty-nine percent of hires branded a “fun, engaging 
company culture” as the most attractive quality of a 
business.3 Building and showcasing a company’s culture starts  
with leadership—and not just with HR leadership. Too many 
organizations view issues like workplace culture and employee 
engagement as solely an HR responsibility. In its 2017 Global  
Human Capital Trends report, however, Deloitte points out that 
focusing more broadly on culture and employee engagement  
is critical to success in both areas.4

It is your responsibility as an HR leader to be a cultural ambassador—
aligning managers and teams across the company on best practices 
and empowering them to enforce these best practices.5 There are 
many ways you can help your company showcase its unique culture 
and attract top talent, including:

• leveraging active and accessible social media profiles

• targeting ads toward passive job seekers

• creating job descriptions that focus on the business impact  
of the role instead of a list of required skills
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Assemble your crew

Look to your existing talent to help you reach new potential 
candidates. Recently, Gallup found that companies in the top  
25 percent of employee engagement experience 21 percent  
higher productivity and 22 percent higher profitability.6  

Quickly and efficiently narrowing the field is the first  
step to hiring the best talent. Let’s start there.

ACCORDING TO MICROSOFT CEO SATYA NADELLA, 
IDEAL JOB CANDIDATES WILL POSSESS THE 
FOLLOWING TRAITS: 

• They align their priorities to the company’s mission

• They possess a positive energy that inspires their team

• They take calculated risks

• They focus on the big picture without losing sight  
of day-to-day responsibilities
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Balance predictive analytics 
with a human touch

HR leaders are under enormous pressure  
to correctly identify and populate their  
hiring pool with qualified candidates. 
But traditional recruiting practices can cause you to waste  
valuable time and resources pursuing the wrong person.  
According to the Society for Human Resource Management  
(SHRM), supervisors spend an average of 17 percent of their  
time managing poorly performing employees.7

With stakes so high, more of your colleagues are abandoning 
traditional methods in favor of cloud-based solutions. In fact,  
the cloud-based human capital management (HCM) applications 
market is expected to grow by more than $4 billion by 2019 at  
a compound growth rate of 10 percent.8

Seventeen percent of your time may not sound like much,  
but imagine what you could do with those hours if you weren’t  
running damage control. What if there were a more effective  
way for you to find the best potential candidates for your brand  
and business? With the power of the cloud and the right digital 
solution, you can find the right fit more quickly and cost effectively.
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Use data to set clear parameters and objectives 

Define criteria for each job role to find prospective candidates 
who meet your requirements, as well as the needs of the specific 
department. Let’s say you want to hire a marketing director who 
is fluent in Spanish. Rather than making assumptions about the 
accuracy of a résumé, you can use your talent solution to pull data 
from a variety of sources and create robust hiring profiles on every 
candidate. You’ll also be able to anticipate turnover and project  
end-of-life timing.  

Evaluate and attract the best possible candidates

Sometimes, the most qualified person for a role might not even  
be actively looking for a job change. Imagine you’ve interviewed 
a handful of candidates who have responded to your posting for 
the open marketing director position. You’re about to narrow down 
the list when your talent solution’s advanced recruiting filters 
bring an intriguing profile to your attention. This person hasn’t 
expressed interest in your open position, but her qualifications 
match your criteria to a T. You decide to proactively reach out to 
gauge interest. 

With digital tools, you can reach passive candidates, and search 
both within your company and externally for the right fit. Use an 
ideal candidate profile to search for others like it, get targeted 
recommendations, and speed up your search with advanced 
recruiting filters. 
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Improve visibility into the hiring process 

A digital solution allows you to stay on top of your company’s 
recruiting process. It also provides clarity and insight into the 
quantity and quality of applications for each available position.  
With the right solution, you’ll be able to easily compare candidates 
and get visibility across the hiring process.

With talent analytics and machine learning, you can mine data  
to narrow choices and find the strongest candidates. Advanced 
analytics capabilities can also help you monitor trends and make 
more informed decisions about employee engagement. 

Take Heineken, for example. With robust social media channels,  
the company used video to announce an internship opening,  
using a content format to take candidates out of their comfort zone 
and create a memorable experience.

Heineken reported a 279% increase in traffic to the HR sites and 
317% increase in résumés submitted after the campaign launch. 

Not only that, but 91% of their current 
employees watched the video and said 
that it inspired them in their own roles. 

WHAT IS PREDICTIVE HIRING?

Predictive analytics is becoming more common across industries 
from manufacturing to energy. In HR, predictive analytics can  
give companies an advantage over competitors in hiring well-
qualified candidates and save a great deal of time and money  
in interviewing and hiring employees who last beyond the first 
60 days. Start by using:

• Behavioral assessments based on top performing
professionals’ profiles

• Standardized performance metrics (such as sales, customer
service scores, number of mistakes) to better predict
hiring outcomes and retain the right employees

91%

+279%
+317%
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The rules of engagement

Digital HR is an important priority 
for 72 percent of organizations.9

Digital touchpoints increase your odds of attracting the  
right talent. Kick off a transparent, interactive experience  
by providing potential candidates with access to company  
videos and information. Then:

Make contact 

A robust human capital management (HCM) solution  
simplifies and accelerates the way you engage  
potential candidates, with:

• Standardized templates for reaching out  
to a batch of candidates

• Personalized templates for individual,  
credible messaging

• Analytics that offer up those who are  
most likely to engage
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Plan accordingly

You know the drill. You’ve had your eyes on a potential candidate for  
a management position, but now you’re in danger of losing her to your 
biggest competitor. You schedule an interview, only to find out two of 
the key team leaders can’t make it. Unimpressed and frustrated, your 
dream candidate leaves the office, and you’re unsure if the window  
of opportunity has closed. If only you could simplify the process  
and avoid these kinds of situations with:

• virtual interviews for remote team members  
and out-of-state candidates

• calendar integration that checks availability and  
suggests suitable interview times that fit schedules

• calendar invites that track open and response  
rates for easy follow-up and planning

• team collaboration post-interview to share  
feedback and identify the best candidate



Manage the talent pipeline

A digital organizational tool can help you streamline your workflow with:

• smart folders of candidates you want to hire now or in the future

• analytics that track potential future candidates

• shared projects and notes for team collaboration

It can also help you be more thoughtful about how you reject potential 
candidates. A recent study found that:

Knowing where candidates stand in the application process, and when to 
tactfully respond to those who won’t be receiving a job offer, can enhance 
your communication efforts and prevent you from burning bridges that can 
negatively impact your company’s brand.
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A 7-STEP APPROACH TO EFFICIENT HIRING: 

1. PREPARE 
your brand to attract the best candidates

2.  ATTRACT 
passive job seekers with job postings  
and LinkedIn ads

3. BUILD  
robust candidate profiles 

4. DISCOVER  
potential candidates with predictive job matching  
and candidate mining

5.  CREATE 
a better candidate experience with a transparent  
hiring process, access to interview schedules,  
company videos, and information about the  
history and culture of the organization

6.  COLLABORATE 
on and share interview questions and  
offer real-time feedback on candidates

7. SELECT  
new hires and begin the onboarding process

Nearly 60 percent of job seekers have  
had a poor candidate experience

And 72 percent of them have 
shared their experience online.10 72%

60%
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Optimize onboarding to 
accelerate impact

Actively disengaged employees cost  
their organization $3,400 for every $10,000 
of salary, according to a Gallup study.11

HR leaders know that unengaged, unproductive employees are expensive. 
So is attrition. It’s not enough to ensure a positive recruiting experience. 
Keeping new employees engaged is critical to ensuring long-term 
employment—and lower costs. And it’s essential across the entire lifecycle, 
from seamless onboarding, to constructive performance coaching, to 
customized options for career development.

Hiring is just the beginning

Incomplete processes lead to delayed access to services your new employees 
need in order to be successful. Add to this the fact that new hires complain 
about feeling out of place or invisible to team members, and you’ve got 
a recipe for high turnover. Meanwhile, HR leaders’ performance is on the 
hook because the cost of turnover is high; according to SHRM, employers can 
spend the equivalent of six to nine months of a departing employee’s salary 
finding and training his or her replacement.12

Take Best Buy as an example. With predictive analytics, the electronics retail 
chain can quantify the impact employee engagement has on its bottom 
line. Specifically, Best Buy found that a 0.1 percent increase in overall 
employee engagement led to a $100,000 increase in annual revenue. 
Now, the company is taking proactive steps to boost engagement across 
its network of stores by distributing quarterly surveys to its employees.13
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Successful onboarding requires two steps:

1.  Productivity. The proper training is essential to a new hire’s  
success and helps to ensure that these employees are productive  
in their new roles. 

2.   Integration. Acquainting new hires with their environment goes 
hand-in-hand with their productivity. Indicators from multiple channels 
help assess the social integration of new hires and proactively help 
make them feel welcome and immersed into the culture and social 
aspect of the company.

Digital tools can help new hires connect, automate, and streamline 
processes for each role, provision and train new hires, and use insights 
to improve the onboarding process. A closer look at the first week 
of onboarding in two scenarios shows how important this is to an 
employee’s success.

Scenario one: Jade shows up for her first day of work and nothing  
is ready. Day one consists of introductions, acquiring her laptop and 
other devices, and learning passcodes. Day two is spent navigating the 
company intranet looking for the right information, and figuring out file 
naming conventions and team roles. By day three, she still has yet to 
learn anything about the projects on which she’ll be working, or begun 
navigating team processes.

Scenario two: With role-based identity, Jade’s experience is quite 
different. On day one, a device preloaded with employee apps  
and information about standardized processes is waiting for Jade  
on her desk. Empowered and informed, Jade is ready to hit the  
ground running and immediately start contributing in her new  
work environment.
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Onboarding apps make training intuitive for Jade. How-to guides 
and organizational maps help her get acclimated to her role and the 
team’s processes. At the same time, social groups, activities, and cultural 
resources help to immerse her in the company’s culture. A dashboard 
tracks her progress, and her manager provides additional help along 
the way. Because she has relocated, Jade receives guides that help 
her navigate her new city.

Removing cultural barriers and making Jade feel welcome, productive, 
and valuable from day one help to eliminate the anxiety that comes 
with change, and increases her likelihood of long-term employment 
with the company.

7 STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL ONBOARDING:

1. Establish a role-based workflow

2. Personalize a welcome, share an onboarding  
    guide, and track milestones

3. Suggest networking and mentoring opportunities

4. Share communities and social groups

5. Provide an onboarding buddy

6. Set up systems training

7. Use a dashboard to track progress
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Go beyond retention—
help employees thrive

Success is a science; if you have  
the conditions, you get the results.”
—Oscar Wilde

Well beyond onboarding, companies must foster diversity, equality, 
development, and inclusion. A responsive digital workplace lets HR 
leaders create cohesive recruiting and hiring strategies, robust 
onboarding programs, and detailed talent success plans. 

Employee engagement is strongly connected to productivity, 
profitability, and customer experience. If employees know their  
work directly influences the success of the company, they feel  
more engaged. HR leaders can encourage engagement by 
cultivating success and empowering employees to take  
charge of their own career paths.
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Just 33 percent of U.S. employees  
are engaged at work

And 51 percent are actively looking for  
a new job or watching for openings.5

33%

51%

“
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Cultivate success

Once you onboard new hires, offer ongoing opportunities for  
growth with digitally connected competency and skills programs. 
Imagine what your employees could achieve with access to:

• constructive performance coaching

• mentorship programs

• leadership development opportunities

Empower employees

What if you could give every one of your employees the power to 
take charge of their professional future? With access to on-demand 
learning resources and collaborative tools, employees can follow 
their own personalized career trajectories. This allows them to make 
insight-driven decisions, and helps ensure that they will contribute 
to sustainable business growth. In addition to employee input, 
machine learning can provide real-time performance indicators 
and quickly identify both at-risk employees and future leaders by 
quickly connecting the dots between employee behaviors and 
communication patterns.

Connecting the world’s leading professional cloud with the world’s 
leading professional network allows HR leaders to build a culture of 
empowerment that helps foster diversity, equality, and inclusion. 

Connected HR translates to actionable insights for an aligned, effective, 
and engaging talent experience. Align talent to business strategy, 
business environment, and operational excellence and create a positive 
talent experience from acquisition through onboarding, performance, 
and career development.

4 STEPS TO BUILDING A CULTURE  
OF EMPOWERMENT:

1.   Analyze at-risk employees  
and future leaders 

2.  Understand how new hires align  
with strategic business goals

3.  Cultivate success through  
continuous personalized learning  
and professional development

4.  Empower employees to make  
insight-driven decisions
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The HR transformation 

Human resources is undergoing a massive  
digital transformation based on raised 
expectations from both organizations  
and employees.
Today, HR is instrumental in improving employee engagement, 
effectively broadening the traditional corporate role to include 
professional development and more innovative practices that 
use data and analytics to compete for and hire top talent. As 
technology evolves, productivity and collaboration continue  
to improve, and HR has a starring role to ensure that it works 
closely with both leadership and the workforce.

From transactional to empowering

The role of HR leaders is expanding beyond traditional talent 
management to become innovative consultants with a broad 
responsibility to design, simplify, and improve not only the candidate 
experience, but the entire employee experience from attraction  
to retention and development. There are challenges that come 
with these changing expectations: disparate systems, constantly 
evolving technology, and a digital workplace that is more 
consumerized than ever.
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The cloud solution

Creating a digital workplace strategy allows HR leaders to reimagine 
the entire talent journey. A streamlined, digital process builds a corporate 
culture of enablement and empowerment. 

Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Talent combines the power of LinkedIn, 
Office 365, predictive analytics, and machine learning to help:

1.  Find and hire the best, most qualified people through predictive  
job recommendations.

2.  Get employees up to speed and productive quickly to accelerate 
professional growth with training recommendations based on 
company needs, employee skills, and market trends.

3.  Keep your valued employees happy, engaged, and productive  
by recognizing patterns in employee behavior to mitigate risks.

4.  Reduce time-to-fill and cost-to-hire ratios via digital screening  
and algorithms that can predict post-hiring outcomes.

For HR leaders, the cloud provides anytime, anywhere access, an intuitive 
employee experience, global unified collaboration, agile and cost-
effective operations, predictive analytics, and machine learning for  
a better experience across the entire talent lifecycle.
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Technology meets 
the talent lifecycle

A true HR leader envisions an unforgettable 
talent experience, aligned with organizational 
business objectives to deliver high-impact, 
sustainable results.
Transforming your HR approach paves the way for pivotal, enterprise-
wide change, offering an opportunity to truly build an employee 
base that mirrors the entrepreneurial vision at the company’s core. 
Microsoft Dynamics for Talent helps you design a high-performance 
experience across the talent lifecycle to create engaged, productive 
teams that help usher in growth and success.
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Ready to build a culture of empowerment? 

Check out Microsoft Dynamics 365 for 
Talent free trial to re-energize your talent 
experience and bring your strategic HR 
vision to life.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/talent
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/talent
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